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I. OVERVIEW

Heterogeneous computing creates demand for program-
ming models capable of interfacing and executing on any
architectures. OpenACC [1] is a directive-based programming
model offering a high level parallelism language handling
memory management and functional restrictions based on the
hardware architecture. Using #pragma acc for C/C++ and
sentinel !$acc for FORTRAN, the user utilizes a combination
of constructs with directives and clauses to parallelize a
serial code. The OpenACCV&V testsuite validates and verifies
compilers’ implementations of OpenACC. This work outlines
the compliance of compilers and updates to the testsuite.

II. DESIGN OF TESTS

Focusing on features that are implementable, we create test
utilizing these four steps: interpretation, development, analysis
and publication. For example, the init if.c test - here, we
initially interpreted that the init directive initializes a compute
region. The if clause determines whether the region executes
on the GPU if true or to execute the region on the host
if false. Originally, we created two compute regions with
an if clause - one that evaluates to true, and one false.
Analyzing both the test and the latest OpenACC specification,
we found that the directive is not used for a compute region.
This realization resulted in a test that initializes the run-time
environment based on the if clause. We publish tests if they
pass or demonstrate missing implementation; this test revealed
missing implementation. Sharing the results with compiler
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developers, it is being implemented for a future update of
compilers and completes our workflow until the feature is
implemented.

III. INFRASTRUCTURE

The testsuite contains several hundred tests. To streamline
receiving results, an infrastructure is provided to: set up
the run-time environment, format results, specify compiler
flags, enable or disable conditional compilation, and utilize
other optional pre or post processing routines. Made for
customization and ease of use, it can be tailored to fit various
needs by editing the configuration file. The most important
features are: compiler and compiler flags selection, output
format specification, conditional compilation, and hang-time
limits. Currently, the compilation of C++ tests are not fully
supported within the infrastructure.1. The primary goal of the
LLVM integration is to facilitate the use of the OpenACCV&V
Suite for testing the behavior of Clacc’s current and future
OpenACC support. As a third-party validation testsuite, this
assessment of LLVM’s (Clacc) conformance to the OpenACC
specification can be compared with other implementations.

IV. RESULTS

Utilizing four systems with four versions of various compil-
ers on each, the testsuite tests: NVIDIA’s [2] nvc, GNU’s GCC
[3], HPE/Cray FTN [4], and LLVM’s Clacc [5] using the latest
and older versions. The tests include features from the latest
OpenACC update, not necessarily included in older compiler
versions. The results show an increase in the conformance of
NVIDIA from nvc 20.9 to nvc 22.5. nvc 22.5 with a Average
Pass Rate (APR) of 81.2% across all systems. GNU’s GCC
also showed improvement from versions 10.1 to 12.1 with
the newest GCC compile having an APR of 78.6%. Due to
increase in support, HPE/Cray Fortran was tested on Spock
with versions 12 and 13 of the compiler. Lastly, Clacc compiler
translates OpenACC to OpenMP [6] to utilize the framework
developed for Clang by LLVM. A CMakeList file is included

1A comprehensive list can be found
https://github.com/OpenACCUserGroup/OpenACCV-V



in this project which is the entry point to our llvm-test-suite.
It generates the Makefile which allows users to compile, run,
and report test results. 2

V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The goal of the testsuite is to verify compilers’ implemen-
tation of OpenACC is in accordance with the specification.
Most recently, OpenACC was updated from version 2.5, to
2.7, 3.0, 3.1, and 3.2. Tests for features up to 3.2 are under
development with some already within the testsuite. With
each compiler implementing these updates individually, the
compliance varies between compilers. An observation is that
no compiler has a compliance of 100%; the compilers have
implemented up to OpenACC 2.6, and are still developing
features leading up to 3.2. Some features implemented into the
testsuite may not yet be supported by every compiler. This is
the major reason why new tests failed; however, as compilers
develop they will implement these newer features.

VI. CONCLUSION

The testsuite’s purpose is to validate and verify the imple-
mentations outlined within the OpenACC specification for all
systems. As seen within the result section, many of the features
tested have failed: serial loop, atomic capture, routine bind
functions with lambda functions, and the combination of the
data clause copyin and copyout to list a few. Our future goals
are to develop tests for new features and more edge cases. We
are also going to develop an examples document that will give
a beginner friendly breakdown of OpenACC implementation
using example code.
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